
KSU 1111 – Writing Assignment #1      Fall 2010 
100 points maximum – Due 9/22      Dr. Hoerrner 
 

Photo Essay: Tying the 7 Revs to the Millennium Development Goals 
Many have remarked that media messages are particularly powerful because they tell 
stories with both visuals and text. Your assignment is to learn more about the MDGs, find 
photographs that explain both the challenge and the promise attached to one of those 
goals, and write an essay that explains the connection of that MDG to the 7 Revolutions. 
(Yes, the connections can be positive, negative, or neutral.) 
 
Start by reviewing the MDGs by visiting the United Nations website 
(http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/) again. Research one of the eight goals to learn 
more about the global state of the problem, what is being done to overcome it, and how 
individuals can help make a difference. You will need to utilize at least three books, 
academic articles, white papers from NGOs, and/or governmental documents to do this 
research. (Your sources must be credible, not random websites like Wikipedia or Bob’s 
Global Forum.) 
 
Now that you understand the MDG, find five photographs from popular media outlets to 
tell the story. Pick up copies of the New York Times. Browse international newspaper 
websites. Flip through Newsweek, Time, and U.S. News & World Report. Check out 
tomorrow’s edition of the Atlanta Journal-Constitution. (The New York Times is 
available for free on campus every Monday through Thursday.) 
 
Now write an analytical essay that (1) briefly explains the MDG you chose, (2) briefly 
describes the photographs you selected, (3) explains how the photos relate to the MDG 
(and possibly the 7 Revs), and (4) assesses the relationship between the MDG and one or 
more of the 7 Revolutions. 
 
There is no right answer. Your task is to write an essay that shows you clearly understand 
the issue; you have the ability to summarize meaningful research; you found a variety of 
photographs in a variety of news outlets; and you can express an educated opinion that 
explores both the MDGs and the 7 Revolutions. 
 
Basic Requirements: 

- Follow the guidelines on your syllabus for written assignments. 
- Your essay must be 4-6 pages in length. (This does not include your reference 

page or your photos.) 
- Your references should be written in APA style. This includes the in-text citations 

as well as the references on a separate page. (Professor Holler’s textbook gives 
you information on APA style.) 

- Photocopies of the photographs must be attached to your essay following the 
references.  Please label them with the name of the publication and the date that 
this photo appeared in print. 

- You must use the New York Times for at least two of your photographs. 
 Proof your work carefully to avoid grammar, spelling, and punctuation errors that 

will result in a grade reduction. 


